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Film gained international recognition in Japan in the. Este trabajo es una adaptación
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interrelation.Bosnia observes Bosnian Constitution Day PRISTINA, Bosnia and

Herzegovina (AP) -- In Bosnia's capital, thousands celebrated the 30th anniversary of
the adoption of the country's first Constitution on Thursday. The festival at

Todorović Square had a festive atmosphere. The atmosphere was festive as well as
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the music since the entire event was organized by a group of Bosniaks. Throughout
the country's history, Bosnia is the only country that has changed its constitution,

Tihomir Sešić, the president of the Supreme Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina and a
former deputy prime minister, told the ceremony. "The biggest prize this day is the

Constitution of Bosnia and Herzegovina, which has been an inspiration to all citizens,
because it guarantees the dignity of the people and strengthens the country's identity,"
Sešić said. This year's Constitution Day was dedicated to the victims of the 1992-95
war. The first amendment was adopted on Nov. 13, 1990, during the Milosevic era,

when Bosnia and Herzegovina was still part of the Yugoslavia. In 2003, after the
Dayton Peace Agreement came into effect, the Constitution was redrafted and

adopted after a lengthy and contentious period. "Constitution Day is a great day. This
day is something that shows that Bosnia and Herzegovina has a sense of self-

determination that will be even stronger in the future," said Sešić. The festival was
attended by the presidents and prime ministers of Bosnia and Herzeg
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